Webbrowser toolbar

JAVA DEVELOPMENT GRADUATION THESIS/INTERNSHIP
Company: iFlavours
Location: Amsterdam
Position: Internship

The company
iFlavours creates and maintains several internet based services that rely on consumer data. Some of our labels are EuroClix, PanelClix and we are now working on a new label: Shopr. The labels operate independently from each other but we strive for operational synergy.

The people working at iFlavours are passionate about what they do and they do it well. We try to create tangible services that our costumers like and love. That is what drives us and keeps the team together. Next to that, iFlavours tries to take care off her employees in the same way we care for our costumers; as best as we can.

The project
You will work with your team members to design, develop, test, document new features and maintain high-quality software standards.

You will participate in a green-field project, a shopping comparison engine platform, with a cutting edge technology stack.

The project will focus on:
• Building a webbrowser toolbar

iFlavours is working on the next generation search & recommendation engine and would like to offer you an opportunity to write your graduation thesis in this areas.

You will have the chance to research areas namely evaluation and optimization of a shopping comparison engine platform and how to implement this by building a webbrowser toolbar that can accompany this platform.

Along with your research you will gain practical experience and you will be responsible for the development of the product. There is an excellent possibility for a full-time career at iFlavours beyond the internship.

Goal
We strive to make the platform reactive, distributed, based on a microservices architecture and continuously deliverable.

Expectation
We expect you to have an educational background developing java web applications.
We expect you to have a pragmatic approach to problem solving and be really motivated to learn new technologies.
Frameworks & technologies
We have evolved to use the following technologies and frameworks to assist us:

Contact
To apply please send your resume to maria.pantsidou@iflavours.nl. For more information you can contact Maria Pantsidou (020-408 98 40).